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Abstract6

A novel method for efficient encoding human body motion, extracted from image sequences is presented.7

Optical flow field is calculated from sequential images, and the part of the flow field containing a person is8

subdivided into six segments. For each of the segments, a two dimensional, eight-bin histogram of optical9

flow is calculated. A symbol is generated, corresponding to the bin with the maximum sample count.10

Since the optical flow sequences before and after the temporal reference point are processed separately,11

twelve symbol sequences are obtained from the whole image sequence. Symbol sequences are purged of12

all symbol repetitions. To establish the similarity between two motion sequences, two sets of symbol13

sequences are compared. In our case, this is done by the means of normalized Levenshtein distance. Due14

to use of symbol sequences, the method is extremely storage efficient. It is also performance efficient, as15

it could be performed in near real-time using the motion vectors from MPEG4 encoded video sequences.16

The approach has been tested on video sequences of persons entering restricted area using keycard and17

fingerprint reader. We show that it could be applied both to verification of person identities due to18

minuscule differences in their motion, and to detection of unusual behavior, such as tailgating.19
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1. Introduction21

Human motion analysis is important topic in computer vision. In many cases people and their22

motion form the most informative content of the visual depiction of the scene. This is particularly23

true for visual surveillance scenarios.24

In this paper, we focus on developing the compact representation of human motion, with25

the primary objective of detecting person-specific behavior when facing access control point,26

equipped with keycard reader, fingerprint reader and surveillance camera. Our ultimate goal is27

the ability to verify person’s identity using only motion features. Additionally, we aim to detect28

certain behavior that is not allowed at the control point (entry of multiple persons, also known29

as tailgating, for example).30

Most approaches to human identification by motion focused on the problem of recognizing31

humans by observing human gait (Foster et al. 2003, Wang et al. 2003, Cuntoor et al. 2003,32

Little and E. Boyd 1998). Human gait is essentially considered as motion of person’s legs,33

while some researchers (Cuntoor et al. 2003) include motion of arms in their gait recognition34

schemes as well. In 2003, Carlsson (2003) demonstrated that walking people can be recognized35

from the features, derived by tracking small number of specific points on the human body.36

He achieved 95% recognition rate on database of 20 recordings of six different persons. Cheng37

et al. (2008) proposed a method for both automatic path direction and person identification38

by analyzing the gait silhouette sequence. The gait silhouettes were nonlinearly transformed to39

low-dimensional embedding and dynamics in time-series images were modelled via HMM in the40

corresponding embedding space. Laptev et al. (2007) assumed that similar patterns of motion41

contain similar events with consistent motion across image sequences. They demonstrated that42

local spatiotemporal image descriptors can be defined to carry important information of space-43

time events for subsequent recognition.44
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As shown above, many researchers chose to observe human gait. Human gait is not any motion45

of extremities, it is specifically the motion due to human locomotion (walking, running). The46

context of locomotion in essence normalizes the observed activity – there are many things people47

can do with legs and arms, but there are only a few ways a person can walk or run, and the48

constraints induced by narrowing the context (such as assumption that the gait is periodic) help49

significantly in the task of gait-based human identification. We rely on the similar effect, which50

appears in access control scenarios.51

Our task of motion-based human recognition is closely related to gesture and activity recog-52

nition from images or videos. Published activity recognition algorithms use variety of methods53

for activity recognition, of which we present only a few. Many more are discussed in detailed54

surveys, such as Moeslund et al. (2006) and Hu et al. (2004).55

Similar to our work, there are several other approaches relying on motion estimation. Black56

et al. (1997) for example used parametric models on optical flow across the image to estimate57

facial and limb motion, and recognize facial expressions. Yacoob and Davis (1994) tracked specific58

regions on the human face and translated them into symbols using a dictionary of universal59

expressions. Dai et al. (2005) extracted facial action features by observing histograms of optical60

flow for lower and upper region of the face. Zhu et al. (2006) represented motion in broadcast61

tennis video by using a new motion descriptor, which is a group of histograms based on optical62

flow. Motion descriptor based on optical flow measurements in a spatiotemporal volume were63

used for similarity measure to recognize human actions at lower resolutions by Efros et al.64

(2003). Laptev et al. (2008) detect points of interest in the spatiotemporal volume and calculate65

the histograms of gradient and histograms of optical flow in their neighborhood. Histograms66

are normalized and subsequently concatenated to form feature vectors. Multiple view image67

sequences are used in Ahmad and Lee (2008), where authors used combination of shape flow68

and local-global motion flow.69
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There are approaches to activity recognition that do not rely on tracking or motion estima-70

tion. Lu et al. (2008) for example used Histograms of Oriented Gradients (HOG) descriptors71

to successfully track and recognize the activity of hockey players. The activity recognition was72

based on the output of HOG descriptor, not the tracking results.73

Finally, many authors developed methods, which work on the video data, represented in the74

form of spatio-temporal volumes. Use of motion history volumes (MHV) as a free-viewpoint75

representation for human actions for example is introduced in Weinland et al. (2006). Their76

representation can be used to learn and recognize basic human action classes, independently77

of gender, body size and viewpoint. Mokhber et al. (2008) used global ”space–time volumes”78

composed by the binary silhouettes extracted from each sequence. Actions in their work were79

therefore represented only by one vector, which permitted usage of simple measurements to80

determine the similarity between actions and recognize them. Different geometric approach of81

representation for human actions is described in Yilmaz and Shah (2008), where a set of action82

descriptors, generated by stacking a sequence of tracked 2D object silhouettes or contours, forms83

a 3D volume in the spatiotemporal space. Zelnik-Manor and Irani (2006) for example represented84

image sequences as three dimensional (spatiotemporal) stacks and performed statistical analysis85

to detect activity boundaries and activity types.86

To allow the application of statistical moments to motion based time series analysis, Shutler87

and Nixon (2006) proposed a new moment descriptor structure that includes spatial and tem-88

poral information. They demonstrated the application of the velocity moments using human89

gait classification, producing a holistic description of temporal motion. Wang and Suter (2008)90

proposed a general framework to learn and recognize sequential image data in low-dimensional91

embedding space. To find more compact representations of high dimensional image data, they92

adopted locality preserving projections (LPP) to achieve the low-dimensional embedding of dy-93

namic silhouette data.94
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Different from authors mentioned here, Robertson and Reid (2006) had interest in higher-level95

reasoning about action context in order to develop a system for human behavior recognition in96

video sequences. They modelled human behavior as a stochastic sequence of actions. Actions were97

described by a feature vector comprising both trajectory information (position and velocity), and98

a set of local motion descriptors. Via probabilistic search of image feature databases representing99

previously seen action, action recognition was achieved.100

In this paper, we demonstrate our approach on the task of identifying people by their motion101

when they approach access control point. Similarly to the gait-based recognition, this task is102

helped by narrowing down the context of human motion. In our case, people have to perform103

certain tasks (showing the keycard to the keycard reader and placing a finger on the finger-104

print scanner), to gain access. This way, motion is essentially ”normalized” to few standard105

gestures, which provides means for person identification and for detection of unusual behavior.106

Our approach was designed with practical applications in mind, therefore we placed high im-107

portance on the compactness of obtained motion features and the possibility of inexpensive and108

fast implementation of the proposed method.109

2. Our approach110

In our preliminary research (Perš et al. 2007), we established that different people behave111

slightly differently when faced with the need to authenticate themselves to the access control112

system. Although all persons perform basically the same sequence of tasks (presenting a keycard,113

placing a finger on a reader, opening of a door), there exist many subtle and less subtle differences114

in how these tasks are performed. For example, some people carry their cards in the wallets, other115

in their pockets or purses. Some are left-handed, others are right-handed. Some will come to the116

access point with the keycard already prepared, others will reach for it in the last moment before117
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authentication. Finally, some will grasp the card with the same hand they use for providing a118

fingerprint, and others will use both hands. Some people will participate in particular behavior,119

known as tailgating, where one person opens the door, and more persons enter – this is in many120

cases a violation of access rules and had to be detected as unusual behavior.121

To capture those differences between different individuals, and to detect unusual behavior, we122

developed a method of motion feature extraction, which had to satisfy multiple constraints.123

First, to be used in surveillance application, the method of extraction motion features has to124

be insensitive to lighting, clothing and other circumstances that are beyond our control. This125

directed the research towards extracting a motion using optical flow, without limiting ourselves126

to particular implementation of optical flow calculation.127

Second, the compact motion representation was needed, for the method to have any chances128

of ever being used in real world applications, where features of many individuals might be stored129

in a compact (embedded) device, such as future generations of access point controllers.130

Third, the algorithm has to be reasonably fast, to have potential to be used in embedded131

system without excessive computational power. The computational demands for optical flow132

calculations are usually high, however, as we will show in the paper, we managed to use MPEG4133

compressed streams to obtain motion vectors and therefore bypass the optical flow calculation134

completely, with good results.135

Our approach is based on several assumptions, as follows:136

– Cooperative users. We assume that people have vested interest in coming through the access137

control point with as little hassle as possible. This is not unreasonable, as many other forms138

of identification require significant cooperation from the user as well (e.g. fingerprint scanners,139

keycards, iris scanners, just to name a few).140

– Existing security policy. We do assume that there are certain rules of behavior that users must141

adhere to. The task of such a system would be to detect and report the behavior that deviates142
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from the usual activity.143

– Repetitive user behavior. In our preliminary tests, we discovered that after a few weeks of144

using the access control system, people tend to ”optimize” their motion, in a way that is most145

convenient to them, when faced with an access control point. In an on-line supplement to this146

paper, at http://vision.fe.uni-lj.si/research/hof/articles/prl09jp/, we present video mosaics of147

people entering one of the access points as part of their daily routine.148

These assumptions allowed us to design a novel method for validating person identity and149

detecting unusual human behavior at the automated access control points (ACP), based on the150

descriptors, derived from the histograms of optical flow.151

The rest of the paper is structured as follows: first, we will describe the algorithm for comparing152

video sequences using Histogram of Optical Flow (HOF) descriptors. Then, we will present the153

system description - the setup in which the test image sequences are captured, along with the154

HOF implementation details. Following this, we will present the results and conclusions.155

3. Histograms of optical flow (HOFs)156

Our method is based on extracting motion features from image sequences using optical flow.157

The distinct advantage of such approach is that the burden of correctly estimating motion in158

variable lighting conditions and clutter is entirely confined to optical flow calculation. There are159

many approaches to calculate the optical flow, and as we show in the experimental section, at160

least two approaches can be used in our framework.161

Algorithm 1 summarizes the procedure to obtain HOF motion descriptors from available162

optical flow field sequences. A frame from one such sequence is shown in Figure 1 a).163

This algorithm does not make any assumptions about the source of optical flow data; therefore,164

it could be applied in variety of ways. The implicit assumption is that the sequences have same165
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frame rate and flow field dimensions. Additionally, the algorithm assumes that each sequence166

contains a single temporal reference, which can be used for temporal alignment, and that there167

exists predefined partitioning of the image into sub-regions, such as the partitioning shown in168

Figure 1 b).169

Algorithm 1 : Obtaining HOF descriptors of motion of a person.

Input: Optical flow sequence F (k), definition of n image sub-regions, temporal reference point

tr

Output: HOF descriptor - n sequences of symbols Si
b(k) and Si

a(k), i ∈ [1, n] describing the

motion before and after tr.

1: Perform temporal smoothing of flow field with the temporal median window spanning each

triplet of sequential flow images Fk−1, Fk and Fk+1, k ∈ [2, tmax − 1]

2: Discard the vectors outside of the predefined region of interest (containing person).

3: Split the sequence F (k) at the temporal reference point tr (e.g. key card registration), to the

sequences Fb, containing flow before the reference point and Fa, containing the flow after

the reference point: Fb = F (t < tr), Fa = F (t ≥ tr)

4: Initialize 2n empty sequences of symbols, n sequences corresponding to the activity before the

reference point (S1
b . . . Sn

b ) and n sequences corresponding to the activity after the reference

point (S1
a . . . Sn

a ).

5: for Each flow image Fb(k) and Fa(k), k ∈ [2, tmax] do

6: Divide the flow field into n sub-regions F i, as shown in Figure 1 b).

7: for Each sub-region i, i ∈ [1, n] do

8: Calculate the 2-dimensional histogram H i(k, v, θ) = hist(F i(k)) of the optical flow sub-

region F i(k) at the moment k, as illustrated in Figure 1 c). Two histogram dimensions

quantize flow amplitude v, and flow direction θ, respectively.

9: Find the bin with maximum count in the 2-dimensional histogram, argmax
v,θ

(H(k, v, θ))

10: Generate symbol svθ, based on a bin with maximum count.

11: Add svθ to the sub-region symbol sequence, either Si
b or Si

a: Si ← {Si, svθ}

12: end for

13: end for

14: for All sequences Si
b and Si

a, i ∈ [1, n] do

15: Remove symbol repetitions in the sequence.

16: end for

The algorithm basically calculates the dominant motion in each of the sub-regions. Both the170

amplitude and direction of motion are quantized through the use of 2D optical flow histograms,171
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and therefore the dominant motion can be encoded simply by assigning a symbol to each of the172

histogram bins. This way, a compact representation of whole body motion, including gestures, is173

built. We call the sets of such symbol sequences HOF descriptors. In a real world implementation,174

the descriptors can be extracted from the flow sequences immediately after the flow is obtained,175

therefore reducing the need for storage of original video sequences or optical flow field sequences.176

As described in the next section, this dictionary-based representation of motion can be extremely177

compact, and is therefore ideally suited for embedded devices.178

Observing the maximum in each histogram is inherently noisy approach, however, due to small179

number of bins, the effects of noise are small. Likewise, the lowest-velocity bin is discarded to180

get rid of the low-velocity noise, which inevitably appears in optical flow vectors.181

In our case, normalized Levenshtein distance in conjunction with nearest-neighbor classifica-182

tion principle is used for sequence comparison. Algorithm 2 summarizes our implementation of183

HOF descriptor comparison. This approach allows for lightweight implementation of the algo-184

rithm, requires no explicit learning, and performs reasonably well, as shown in the Section 5.185

Levenshtein distance has also been found to be resilient to relatively large amounts of noise186

(Perše et al. 2009). Other methods could be used as well, provided that certain adaptations are187

made – most notable alternative are Hidden Markov Models (HMMs).188

4. System description and implementation details189

Access control points come in many varieties. In our case, the setup consisted of door with190

electronic lock mechanism, keycard sensor, fingerprint sensor and special controller, connecting191

all components with the database server. In our setup, we complemented the control point with192

camera, which observed people entering through the door and recorded image sequences of their193

pre-entry behavior and the entry itself.194
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Algorithm 2 : Comparing two HOF motion descriptors in our experiments.

Input: Two sets of HOF descriptor sequences Sα and Sβ, each containing 2n sequences of

symbols, describing the motion in n sub-regions before and after a temporal reference point.

Output: Normalized distance D(Sα, Sβ) between the descriptors

1: for All symbol sequences Si
b, Si

a, i ∈ [1, n] do

2: Calculate the Levenshtein distances Li
b and Li

a between the corresponding symbol se-

quences: Li
b = Li

b(S
i
αb, S

i
βb) and Li

a = Li
a(S

i
αa, S

i
βa)

3: Obtain normalized distances Lni
b and Lni

a by dividing each distance with the length of

the longer of the two compared sequences.

4: end for

5: Calculate the total normalized distance D between the optical flow sequences as a mean

across all distances Li
b and Li

a, respectively: D = mean
i,x={b,a}

(Lni
x)

Sa(b) Sa(b)

Sa(b) Sa(b)

Sa(b) Sa(b)

1 2

3 4

5 6

a) b) c)

Fig. 1. a) Optical flow vectors for one frame. b) Scene partitioning, S
i

a
(b) denotes sequences S

1

a
. . . S

6

a
and S

1

b
. . . S

6

b
, which are

generated by the optical flow in the depicted sub-regions. c) 2-dimensional histograms of optical flow

4.1. Access control system195

The video acquisition and testing has been done in two locations, and camera and sensor setup196

differs slightly between the two. In the remainder of the text, we refer to those access control197

points as Access control point 1 (ACP 1) and Access control point 2 (ACP 2), respectively. Fig. 2198

shows the positions of sensors and cameras for both locations.199

The sequence of activities that each person performed, as they authenticated themselves,200
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camera

fingerprint
scanner

key-card
reader

door

camera

fingerprint
scanner

key-card
readerdoor

(a) (b)

Fig. 2. Positions of sensors and cameras relative to the door for ACP 1 (a) and ACP 2 (b).

(a) (b)

Fig. 3. Typical view of the person for ACP 1 (a) and ACP 2 (b).

was as follows: approaching the door, presenting the keycard to the keycard reader, waiting for201

audible confirmation (beep), placing finger on the fingerprint scanner, waiting for audible ”click”202

of the electronic lock, pulling the door, and finally, entering.203

Typical view of the person from each of the cameras is shown in Fig. 3.204

4.2. Data acquisition205

Both test locations were equipped with cameras, with different technology used to capture the206

videos.207

In the case of ACP 1, a 640×480 pixel color IEEE 1394 camera was rotated 90 degrees to208

better use the available image aspect ratio. Clips, ranging from 8 seconds to 10 seconds at 30209
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frames per second were recorded using motion detection software to conserve disk space. The210

recording system was not connected to the access control system, and due to shortcomings of211

the motion detection scheme, many recordings missed critical elements of the activity and had212

to be deleted. After a review of videos, 112 complete video clips were selected and manually213

categorized. Additionally, the videos have been manually temporally aligned with respect to the214

moment when person’s keycard came to closest distance to the keycard reader.215

In the case of ACP 2, an Axis 207 indoor video surveillance camera (with resolution set to216

640×480 pixels and frame rate to 15 frames per second) was used, and was directly connected to217

the access control system. Access control system performed pre-buffering of the video stream, by218

storing last 75 video frames in the circular buffer. In the moment when person was successfully219

authenticated (which corresponds to the moment when person heard a click of the electronic220

lock), the buffer was stored, and recording continued for further 5 seconds. This way, temporally221

aligned videos of entries were acquired, and stored on the access control system’s database server.222

4.3. Manual data evaluation223

The videos, captured on ACP 1 and ACP 2 were of different nature. At ACP 1, five people224

were entering the lab as the part of their normal routine. The access control system itself has225

been in place for six months before camera was installed, and therefore our experiment did not226

interfere with their activities in any way. Due to consent forms signed by all participants, they227

were aware that the recordings are taking place.228

After the database of videos at ACP 1 has been collected, the videos were visually inspected229

to evaluate the uniqueness and permanence of motion and activity. We observed that people230

at ACP 1 indeed developed unique ways of approaching the system, moreover, under the same231

circumstances they repeatedly performed same sequence of motions to perform authentication.232
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This rule was broken mainly under the influence of other factors, such as carrying additional233

objects, tailgating (entry of multiple persons), presence of other people distracting the person234

who was performing the authentication, and other unusual activities (e.g. leaving the lab door235

open to return without authentication).236

Acknowledging this, videos from ACP 1 were categorized both according to subject identity237

and subject activity (e.g. person X carrying a bag, person Y carrying a notebook, etc.). Tests238

at ACP 1 confirmed that people develop unique motion patterns, when they are faced with the239

task of authentication at the control point.240

To further test our approach, ACP 2 was built, and near real-time implementation was tested.241

At ACP 2, four people were asked to perform complete authentication routine (keycard, finger-242

print, entering door) many times. They were asked to perform the required tasks in a way that243

seemed most convenient for each one of them. While people were entering ACP 1 as part of their244

daily routine, the tests at ACP 2 were done on several separate occasions, with many entries245

performed on the same day.246

During the online tests at ACP 2, the on-line performance of a presented approach was mea-247

sured. However, while speed of execution was within our expectations, the classification rate was248

not. Therefore, videos were archived and inspected. Inspection revealed that the access control249

system was unable to accurately synchronize many of the video recordings, with delays some-250

times exceeding one second. Therefore, videos with improper synchronization were removed from251

the database and the whole test was re-run in off-line manner using exactly the same algorithm252

as in the on-line tests.253

4.4. Implementation details254

Tests of the proposed approach were done in two phases.255
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4.4.1. Implementation on ACP 1256

First batch of tests was done immediately after all videos from ACP 1 were collected. First,257

dense optical flow (Black and Anandan 1996) was calculated from image sequences, which were258

downsampled by the factor of 8 to speed up the calculation. Algorithm 2 was applied as fol-259

lows. First, median smoothing across temporal axis using three-frame window was applied to260

reduce noise. Next, optical flow field amplitude was scaled by the factor of 0.48 (0.06 times the261

downsampling factor), and the 2D histograms of optical flow were calculated for each of the262

six regions, shown in Fig. 1 b). Histograms for each region were constructed with bin edges263

of 0, 0.33, 0.66 and 1 in amplitude direction and 0, 90, 180, 270 degrees in angular direction.264

The contents of the lowest amplitude bins (between 0 and 0.33) were discarded, as they contain265

mainly noise. Remaining eight histograms were assigned one symbol each, and the sequences266

S1
b . . . S6

b and S1
a . . . S6

a were generated as described in Algorithm 2. Those tests were performed267

off-line, as dense optical flow calculations require significant amount of computation. Therefore,268

such approach is accurate, but highly impractical.269

4.4.2. Implementation on ACP 2270

For tests on ACP 2, a near real-time implementation was developed. The system was able to271

provide distances dN , as described in Algorithm 2 approximately 15-30 seconds after a person272

has entered. To achieve this, we used motion vectors, extracted from MPEG4 video stream273

instead of dense optical flow field. After the recording of each entry was finished, the video was274

converted to MPEG4 video clip, using widely available open source software encoder (Mencoder)275

and open source Xvid codec. Then the clip was immediately decoded using customized version276

of open source player (MPlayer), which extracted motion vector data into separate data file.277

The process of obtaining motion vectors for all 150 frames took about 10 seconds on 2.4GHz278

Intel Pentium 4 processor. No subsampling was used, as MPEG4 motion vectors are derived by279
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a block-matching algorithm over a regular grid, and as result, such optical flow is much sparser280

than dense optical flow by Black and Anandan (1996), which was used in tests at ACP 1.281

Such approach allowed us to test the performance of the near real-time prototype implementa-282

tion. The whole process of extracting HOF descriptors from a sequence and comparing them with283

a precalculated database of about 100 descriptor sets takes between 15 and 30 seconds. While284

optical flow was calculated by outside application, the rest of the algorithm was implemented in285

Matlab and could be significantly optimized, if desired.286

4.5. Experimental setup287

Multiple experiments have been performed on the acquired data. The task of the described288

prototype system would be to recognize imposters (e.g. persons with stolen or borrowed keycard)289

and, additionally, to detect unusual behavior (e.g. tailgating). To streamline the analysis, HOF290

descriptors for all videos, acquired on both ACP 1 and ACP 2 were precalculated using the291

methods described above.292

The positions of the cameras at ACP 1 and ACP 2 were significantly different, and the sensor293

setup (keycard sensor and fingerprint scanner) differed significantly as well. There was also only294

a slight overlap between the persons entering at ACP 1 and those participating in tests at ACP295

2 (one person common to both groups). Therefore, the analysis for ACP 1 and ACP 2 was296

performed separately.297

The videos from ACP 1 have been processed using dense optical flow, while videos from ACP298

2 have been processed using MPEG4 motion vectors in place of optical flow. HOF descriptors,299

obtained as described in the first part of Algorithm 2, were compared to all other descriptors.300

The normalized distance dN was observed to assess descriptor performance.301
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5. Results302

5.1. Results for ACP 1303

Videos of 115 regular entries were classified according to the person and activity (e.g. carrying304

a bag, carrying a notebook). HOF descriptors from every video have been compared to HOF305

descriptors of all other videos, and the descriptor with the smallest distance dN was selected.306

The results are shown in Table 1. Observing the confusion matrix in Table 1, it can be seen that307

HOF descriptors identify persons quite well in such setup – in each row, the largest number lies308

on the matrix diagonal. Success rate (the ratio of properly established identities) was 82% in309

this case.310

Table 1

Confusion matrix for all clips from the database of ACP1. The word after the slash (/) denotes the activity. ”plain” denotes the

usual mode of authentication - without carrying any objects. ”notebook” means that person was carrying a laptop computer, and

”bags” means that person was carrying extra luggage. Numbers denote the number of matches between each of the clips in the

categories in the first column and categories in the first row.

Person/activity 1/plain 1/notebook 2/plain 3/plain 3/bags 4/plain 5/plain

1/plain 13 0 1 1 0 0 0

1/notebook 2 1 0 1 0 0 0

2/plain 1 0 30 0 0 0 1

3/plain 1 1 1 7 3 0 0

3/bags 0 0 0 1 8 3 0

4/plain 0 0 0 0 0 9 0

5/plain 0 0 2 0 1 1 23

5.2. Results for ACP 2311

Videos recorded at ACP 2 have been split into four groups. In the first group (Group A), there312

were videos of 57 regular entries of four test persons. In the second group (Group B) there were313

videos of 114 regular entries of the same four persons, captured at a later date. In both groups,314

videos were classified according to identity of a person entering. In the third group (Group C)315
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there were 37 videos of unknown persons. In the last group (Group D) there were 32 videos of316

tailgatings, which were performed both by known and unknown persons. Recordings from groups317

C and D were acquired on multiple occasions. In our case, they serve as negative samples. We318

verified that those groups do not contain any regular entries by the persons participating in319

videos in groups A and B.320

HOF descriptors for all videos have been calculated as described in Sections 4.4.2 and 4.5. For321

each HOF descriptor from groups A and B the closest match (in terms of the smallest distance322

dN ) from the same group was found, excluding the comparison to the same descriptor. These323

results are shown as confusion matrices in Tables 2 and 3. Next, similar analysis was done in324

cross comparison manner, where for each descriptor, a closest match in the other group was325

found. These results are shown as confusion matrices in Tables 4 and 5, and show that there is326

no significant decrease in performance, if videos from one occasion are matched to the videos,327

acquired at the different occasion. Therefore, we can assume that HOF descriptors, obtained328

this way are temporally stable to a certain degree.329

Again, observing the confusion matrices, it can be seen that HOF descriptors perform well in330

such setup – numbers on the diagonals are the largest in each row. Success rates for intra-group331

tests on groups A and B were 91% and 89%, respectively. Success rates for comparison of Group332

A to Group B and vice-versa were 95% and 85%.333

Table 2

Confusion matrix for intra-group test of Group A from ACP2.

Person 1 2 3 4

1 11 0 0 0

2 0 14 0 0

3 0 1 12 2

4 0 1 1 15

All experiments so far were based on pure nearest-neighbor principle. In practice, as number334

of users would rise, such a system would be faced both with people which are unknown (have no335
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Table 3

Confusion matrix for intra-group test of Group B from ACP2.

Person 1 2 3 4

1 10 0 1 0

2 0 34 0 3

3 3 1 26 1

4 0 3 0 32

Table 4

Confusion matrix for comparison of Group A to Group B from ACP2.

Person 1 2 3 4

1 11 0 0 0

2 0 14 0 0

3 0 1 13 1

4 0 1 0 16

Table 5

Confusion matrix for comparison of Group B to Group A from ACP2.

Person 1 2 3 4

1 9 0 1 1

2 0 27 3 7

3 1 0 27 3

4 0 1 0 34

existing samples in the database) and people, who perform activities – such as tailgating – that336

significantly differ from their usual behavior. A practical solution to this problem is addition of337

threshold-based distance check - checking of a shortest obtained distance against some predefined338

threshold, and declaring all samples that are above the threshold to be unknown or invalid.339

Therefore, in a final experiment, we tested the performance of HOF descriptors in detecting the340

unknown persons and unusual behavior. For that purpose we compared the minimum distances341

from the intra-group tests for groups A and B with the minimum distances from groups C and342

D (unknown persons and tailgatings, respectively) to groups A and B. Figure 4 shows the false343

negatives and false positives rate, depending on the threshold used. Since the threshold is applied344

to the distance dN , lower threshold results in more strict criteria for entry, and higher threshold345
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in more relaxed criteria.346

In this context, false negatives denote the cases, where the shortest distance dN of of a partic-347

ular entry from groups A or B to the closest (but not the same) entry from groups A or B was348

higher than a set threshold - in this case, the system would reject a properly behaving person,349

if it would use groups A and B as the reference for acceptable person’s motion. Increasing the350

threshold naturally lowers the number of such cases. On the other hand, there are two types of351

false positives: the ones, from group C, where an unknown person would be granted entry, based352

on shortest distance dN to any of the entries from groups A or B. These cases are denoted as353

false positives ”unknown” in the Figure 4. The other type of false positive occurs, when a system354

would not detect a tailgating (videos from group D), again, based on the shortest distance dN to355

any of the entries from the groups A or B. These cases are denoted as false positives ”tailgating”356

in the Figure 4. The number of false positives naturally increases with increasing threshold. Ob-357

serving Figure 4, it can be seen that the described method is capable of distinguishing between358

regular and irregular entries. It can be also seen that, if an appropriate threshold is used, for359

example 0.56, obtained at the intersection of false positives rate for unknown persons and false360

negatives rate, then the false negatives rate is approx. 20%, false positives rate for unknown361

persons is approx. 20%, and false positives rate for tailgatings is under 10%.362

6. Discussion363

We presented Histograms of Optical Flow (HOFs), which were used to compactly describe364

human motion from sequences. We have shown that HOF descriptors can be used to recognize or365

verify the identity of the persons in the context of video surveillance, coupled with access control.366

We have also shown that HOF descriptors can be used to detect unusual and unwanted behaviour,367

such as entrance of multiple persons using a single keycard - a scenario called ”tailgating”.368
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Fig. 4. Recognition rates for regular and irregular entries at ACP 2. There is only one category of false negatives, since it is

impossible to determine why certain sample was rejected, other than it was simply too different from the samples from the training

set.

The tests have shown that, using currently available off-the-shelf equipment, the results can be369

obtained in approximately 15-30 seconds, which suffices for near-realtime implementations of370

our system. The structure of HOF descriptor – a sequence of symbols – allows for very compact371

representation, which is important for the potential use in embedded devices, such as future372

generations of access point controllers. With optimized implementation of our method it would373

perhaps be possible to reduce the overall processing time to the range of few seconds. However,374

true realtime operation is limited by the fact that a post-authentication part of the video is used375

for descriptor extraction as well (it does contain motion that is related to person opening the376

door and entering), and therefore, as presented, cannot be used for realtime decision on whether377

to grant or deny access to a person currently being identified.378

In theory, our method of extracting HOF descriptors is computationally expensive, however379

most of the computational demands are related to the calculation of optical flow. Currently,380
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there exist algorithms which compute approximations to optical flow, such as motion vectors in381

MPEG4 compressed sequences, for which we have shown that can be used in our framework. This382

is important, since there exist hardware MPEG4 compression solutions (such as some network383

cameras), which would completely eliminate the need for any optical flow computation in our384

descriptor extraction scheme, provided that the calculated optical flow can be accessed by our385

algorithm. Since descriptors themselves are extremely compact, and the method of comparing386

them is simple Levenshtein distance, there is a real possibility of implementing the described387

scheme in embedded environment.388

One drawback of our method is requirement for independent temporal reference. We observe389

motion that is, in effect, ”normalized” (all persons have to perform same task), and the temporal390

reference (in our case, the moment when keycard is recognized by the access control system)391

is used to align the sequences, before descriptors are extracted. As we have witnessed in our392

experiments, even small errors in temporal alignment (e.g. a few frames) can have devastating393

effect on the recognition rate.394

The method can be easily extended to multi-camera setup. Images are divided into segments395

that are processed separately almost all the way, and only at the end the results are combined396

in a final distance between sequences. Algorithm itself does not assume any spatial correlation397

between image segments, therefore, they could as well come from different cameras.398

As presented, our method is not well suited to provide hard decisions to allow or disallow entry399

of a certain person. However, such system can decide in near realtime on whether the entry of a400

person was suspicious or not (either due to wrong identity or other behavioral anomalies), and401

that information can be used in many ways that are beneficial for the overall security of the402

protected area. For example, it could be used for alerting the security staff or flagging the log403

entries for a subsequent or periodic manual security review of the video archive, dramatically404

improving the efficiency of such undertaking. In that context, it could be used as an automated405
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video database indexing tool.406

Although we developed and tested our methodology in the framework of an access control point407

scenario, we believe that the method has potential for a wider use, especially in situations where408

people are expected to perform certain tasks, and the deviation from their tasks is sufficient409

reason for alarm. Most of those scenarios involve people interacting with machines in one or410

another way, which also provides opportunity for obtaining above mentioned temporal reference.411

Two of the examples are:412

– People operating heavy machinery – for example a person interacting with forge press, where413

the sequence of operations is clearly defined, however, people are often tempted to take dan-414

gerous shortcuts.415

– People interacting with high-tech equipment, where in interest of safety, certain procedures416

have to be followed. A example of this are pre-flight and pre-landing checklists on a flight417

deck of a passenger airplane; pilots are required to perform certain sequence of predefined418

activities, and many of these activities include motion. Absence of such activities in any case419

hints to a dangerous situation on a flight deck. Conversely, unexpected activity during other420

phases of the flight may be sufficient reason for a silent alarm as well.421
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